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From our Minister 

 

As I write, face masks are about to be mandatory in England, are already so in Scotland, but 

not in Wales. An indication of lack of clarity among politicians and governments, and which 

scientific person is heeded. One metre social distancing in some, but not all, circumstances. 

50 people can meet with social distancing for worship, but only 20 for a funeral service. We 

are encouraged to return to the office to get transport and other services into profit, but 

numbers on transport are restricted and working from home is still the default position. 

Confusing. Perhaps we ought not be overly critical about some decisions, as this is a totally 

new scenario within which to govern, but we do wonder if political instincts are prioritised 

over the safety and wellbeing of people. 

 

So it is understandable that in church life, leadership is a little varied about when and how to 

open buildings and for what, even though opening is permitted. Permission to open is not an 

instruction; local views on safety take precedence. Some are desperate to open, others prefer 

to wait for Phase 4.  People have said to me “So we will be opening soon?”, and “Were you 

open on Sunday?” Others say “I do not want to go back until there is a vaccine”. You can see 

the difficulty in progressing the opening of our church buildings. We have to be clear about 

what we wish to do and require a building to do and when it is safe to do so. 

 

A test about projection of droplets when singing or playing a wind instrument indicated that it 

is not clear whether it is safe to do something many of us love about church life … sing 

hymns. 

 

For leaders, myself included, but particularly the eldership, it would be unfair to be 

pressurised into opening too quickly. In other parts of the world, spikes in Covid-19 cases 

have arisen out of churches re-opening. We can criticise the confusion in the USA, but it 

reminds us of the importance of caution. 

 

Nevertheless, we are progressing. A risk assessment has been carried out in Carlops (to be 

discussed by Kirk Session). One has been done for the New Hall, West Linton in anticipation 

that Early Learners may meet there when schools return. Newlands and St Andrew’s have 

made seating and pew plans to get an idea of how many people might safely attend if it were 

opened. So we are getting there … well, we are getting somewhere! 

 

Leadership has to be strong to receive criticism yet be sensitive to the needs of the vulnerable 

and anxious. Be understanding of those negotiating the sometimes contradictory published 

guidance as we seek to harmonise the beauty of our buildings, the purpose of their presence, 

and the safety of our supporters. 

 

Stewart McPherson 

 

 

Carlops’ support for others: outcomes 

 

Carlops is a caring community; people respond to appeals generously, financially and in kind. 

But what happens next? Here, we outline how your support improves peoples’ lives. Some 



aspects cannot be covered for reasons of confidentiality, but we hope this broad-brush report 

of achievement will encourage people to continue their much-appreciated support.  

 

Food bank 

 

Carlops people are aware that the linkage runs a foodbank service but know little about its 

operation. Some doubt the need for a local initiative, given the Penicuik and Peebles facilities, 

and it attracts less support than some of our church’s activities. 

 

There are several reasons for this: personal experience of local society; reluctance to face the 

unpleasant; how the foodbank was first introduced; lack of information about the use made of 

it. Confidentiality matters but does not mean people cannot be told how much the foodbank 

service is used. Helen Bruce manages the linkage foodbank service and has provided this 

information. 

 

The emergency foodbank phone has been used to contact Helen’s team twice in 2020 and four 

to five times in the last 20 months. Food is not held locally, because demand, though urgent 

when expressed, is so sporadic that food cannot be used while in-date. Food donated to the 

linkage is forwarded to the Penicuik and Peebles foodbanks, where demand is high. 

Applicants are referred to these foodbanks, or arrangements made for them to receive food in 

other ways. Helen confirms that those who have dealt with applicants, and anyone visiting the 

Penicuik and Peebles foodbanks, are struck by the level of use and the evident need of 

applicants. 

 

Local need may be occasional, but still deserves response. And regional need is significant. 

Carlops can continue support for the foodbank and be assured that its help is needed and 

appreciated. 

 

Fresh Start during coronavirus 

 

Fresh Start have had to pause their re-homing work during lockdown but have prepared and 

delivered over 3,000 Emergency packs of food and basic domestic necessities to needy 

clients. This has been a team effort from Fresh Start, partner bodies, and their supporters. 

Feedback from recipients indicates that the packs have been invaluable. Over 90% said the 

packs had enabled them to feed their families and relieved severe financial pressures, with 

62% noting that the packs meant they had not needed to incur new debt to feed themselves. 

Some quotes … 

 

The packs made a real difference … Brilliant food and great for the kids … Packs were a life 

saver … Really helped my family … I would have struggled without it … Don't know what I 

would have done … Thank you; great selection and arrived just in time … Good range of 

things, always something in it unexpected that makes you smile … Good that people help each 

other.  

 

And underlining the need for food support generally … 

 

We are temporarily out of work, with two kids. The first week we survived thanks to a kind 

neighbour. I really appreciate the food packs. It has saved us. 



 

My health visitor referred us to [Fresh start] and they appeared with packed lunches. I cried 

to see food for my kids. And the last three weeks, a food parcel has just appeared at my door. 

 

Fresh Start will continue to deliver Emergency packs but is also planning ahead, hoping to 

resume services as lockdown eases. They are considering what procedural changes may be 

needed to let them accept donations of goods again, and distribute these goods to clients, 

while ensuring everyone’s safety. They will inform supporters when more definite dates are 

available. 

 

Mary’s Meals 

 

The charity’s usual model is to feed children in school, but coronavirus restrictions have 

closed the schools. In Malawi and elsewhere, Mary’s Meals have redesigned their operation 

and work with local community leaders to distribute food to the children who were being fed 

in school. The children now receive their “Mary’s meal” at home, delivered without creating 

large gatherings of people and in ways that observe social distancing. Mary’s Meals also 

provide soap and hygiene information to their families. Mary’s Meals so organise their work 

that 93% of donations go directly to purchasing and delivering food to the children. Few 

charities operate with only 7% overheads and achieve this degree of financial efficiency. 

 

Malawi 

 

I have made enquiries about the outcomes of some Presbytery-sponsored, Malawi-based 

projects that Carlops supported. I expect to report on these in a future issue of the Newsletter. 

 

 

The Column 

Lockdown seasons 

 

It’s been a strange time, but Carlops’ location has spared us the worst of lockdown and 

provided silver linings among the clouds. 

 

We have taken much the same walk about four times a week since March. Leave Kitleyknowe 

along the unpaved track to the hairpin between Carpet and South Mains; out to the ruined 

lime kiln; back past Carpet to the A702; down to Elmbank; along the Kitleyknowe road home. 

Unadventurous, but enjoyable. And repeating the same walk over several weeks, and having 

the time to observe actively, made us more aware of the shifting seasons. 

 

Bare trees of March: birds easily spotted and watched; some, not seen often in normal, rush-

by-in-the-car years, more apparent: warblers, siskins, bullfinches, nuthatches, long-tailed tits. 

 

April to early May – new foliage. At first, the buds hard to see and seemingly selective of the 

plants they dress. Then more widespread; by April’s end, bright sprigs everywhere. And in 

May, full flourish: rowan, sycamore, beech, oak, ash. Fresh, bright green – but now, it’s harder 

to watch the birds. 

 



May into June, and wildflowers of especial vigour and variety: daffodils, primroses, violets, 

speedwell; later, buttercups in glorious abundance. Are there more flowers this year?  Or did 

we just see more because we took the time to look? 

 

Lambs: shaky A-frames at first, stumbling bleatingly after mum; then steadier, venturing 

nearly twenty yards away, dashing back to nestle and drink; later, strong, straight-backed, 

independent. Cattle: always seeming calm. Horses: elegant and free-moving. Wild things: 

deer, hares, rabbits, stoats, shrews, mice, voles. 

 

Walkers and cyclists: pleased to see another face; greeting; carefully distanced conversation; 

then move on. Always some traffic; it varies with the weather: sunny and warm – it’s fairly 

busy; cool and windy – we got even the A702 to ourselves. 

 

It was strange. It was interesting. It wasn’t all bad. I don’t much want to do it again. But I’m 

glad to have had the experience. 

 

What about you? Care to tell me? I’d like to record more views than my own. I hope I may 

hear from you. 

 

Rennie McElroy 

 

 

“Forthcoming events” are back!  
 

In-church events remain off the menu, but thanks to some imaginative work by Bridget 

Wilcox, we will host a talk via Zoom shortly. Details … 

 

Doctor in the wild: tales of Orkney Island life Zoom talk by Dr Malcolm Alexander, author 

of Close to where the heart gives out (the book is highly recommended Ed) Friday 4 

September 2020, 7.30pm 

 

To receive a link to the talk, contact info@carlopschurch.org  

 

Malcolm’s chosen beneficiary charity is the Lade Centre, Isle of Bute 

www.facebook.com/theladecentre/; the link to the talk will include information about how to 

donate.  

 

 

Material for next issue 

 

To info@carlopschurch.org by Monday 24 August 2020 please 

 

 

End 
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